Ray Tracing Twenty Years at ESO
i/. ANDERSEN, Chairman, ESO-STC
In a bottom corner of an inconspicuous page of the last issue of The
Messenger was a laconic note which is
nevertheless momentous to all telescope aficionados and friends of ESO:
Senior Physicist Raymond N. Wilson retired from ESO on March 31, 1993.
As a long-time friend of Ray's and
currently a spokesman of sorts for the
ESO community in matters of instrumentation, I cannot resist taking this
opportunity to convey a few words of
appreciation to Ray and recall some of
his contributions to ESO's current eminence in telescope technology.
My first encounter with Ray remains
unforgettable: Returning from my first
observing run at La Silla in March 1973, 1
came on a fine morning to the newlyestablished ESO TP-Division in Geneva
to visit a Danish colleague. Treated to
my then standard sermon on spectrograph design, he quickly introduced me
to the new Head (and only member) of
the Optics Group with a comment that
we might have common interests to discuss. Indeed we had: After what
seemed like five minutes, the office
cleaner politely suggested that we get
out of his way; everybody else had gone
home long ago!
Many readers will recognize in this
episode two of Ray's enduring characteristics: Enthusiasm in everything he
does and readiness to listen seriously to

everyone, regardless of rank and seniority - even a green rookie like me. To
these qualities, his long-time associates
will add those of absolute honesty and
loyalty to his work and his colleagues. It
is, I am sure, a tribute to Ray's quiet
leadership that while a large fraction of
the staff decided to remain in Geneva
when ESO-TP moved to Garching, the
entire (French-speaking) Optics Group
came along; almost all of them are still
at ESO.
For myself, this first meeting resulted
in a long collaboration on telescope
planning and testing, spectrograph design for the 3.6-m telescope, and much
more, all required to conform to another
of Ray's beliefs: "If something is worth
doing at all, it is worth doing well." I still
consider this time to be some of the
most enjoyable and useful I have had so
far.
Personality apart, Ray had impressive
professional credentials when he took
over the responsibility for optics at ESO
in September 1972, a critical time in the
3.6-m telescope project. Trained as an
optical engineer at Imperial College in
London, he already had a distinguished
11-year career behind him at Zeiss
(Oberkochen) as Head of the Design
Department for telescopes and precision measuring instruments. However,
as he once told me, if you love optics
but want nothing to do with its military

Figure 1: Ray Wilson during a quiet moment,
checking optical measurements during the
commissioning of the Danish 1.5-m telescope on La Sills, November 1978.

applications, working on telescopes is
the fulfilment of a dream. Luckily so for
ESO: In the many large optical contracts
ESO has dealt with since then, his profound insight in not only optical design,
but also in the industry and the thinking
on the other side of the negotiating table
have been invaluable time and again.
Chances are that Ray Wilson will be
remembered by astronomers primarily
as the "Father of the N T . And it is true

ESO at CNRS Plenary Meeting
On April 22-23, 1993 the Second Plenary Session of the National Committee
of the "Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique" (CNRS) took place at the
Palais des Congres in Strasbourg. The
focus was on "European aspects of scientific research" and about 600 delegates from France as well as 100
foreign guests participated. The meeting was opened by the recently installed French minister for Research,
Fran~oisFillon, and resulted, as a conclusion, in 12 practical "proposals" aiming at the optimization of the French
research in the new European environment.
ESO had mounted an information
stand in the area just outside the main
meeting room, and many participants
and members of the press used the
occasion to inform themselves about
the present status of the VLT project.
C. MADSEN
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Figure 1: The ESO stand at the CNRS Plenary Meeting.

